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RE: TOO MANY WILLS
 I would like to thank Mr. Dr. Chuck Stacy and the Honorable Blythe Dahlem for their recent additions 

to my article, “Too Many Wills”. I appreciate their comments, and believe they helped further my cause by 

bringing it into an academic context—showcasing the oft ridiculous and archaic nature of names. As such, 

I, the Writer Formerly Known as William Kelsey, would like to announce the formation of the No-Name 

Club, Denison’s first Anarcho-Nomenclastic club. Here at No-Name we realize that names are simply soci-

etal constructs created in order to fit all people into simple boxes, you must be a “Chad”, or a “William,” or a 

“Blythe.” No more shall names constrain us, instead all people are allowed to choose their own names, their 

own identities, be it a word or a symbol. I feel that my new name truly reflects who I am, as I am hazardous 

to aquatic wildlife. Henceforth I, The Writer Formerly Known as William Kelsey shall be known as : 

-William Kelsey, Newbie Staff

-William Bugg, M.D., J.D., PhD, Newbie Staff.



Bull’s  
Last Word

Staff “Cursed Cereal Flavors” Box 
Jax “Oreo-O’s” Preyer, “Managing Editor”

Zach “ Sour Patch Kids ” Correia, Head Writer
Jay “Nilla Banana Pudding” Huff, Senior Writer

Elizabeth “Golden Oreo-O’s” Arterberry, Junior Writer
Jack “Mega Stuf Oreo-O’s” May, Sophomore Writer

James “Twinkies” Whitney, Delivery Sheriff
Katie “Hershey’s Kisses” Kerrigan, Foreign Correspondent

Isabella “Chips Ahoy” Puccini, Senior Editor
Sophia “Honey Maid Smore’s” Menconi, Senior Editor

Charlie “Nutter Butter” Schweiger, Junior Editor

There is a box 
labeled “Cooked Pork 
Topping” in the office 
rn I am 1) scared 2) 

offended maybe? and 
3) confused

AN AD AND A PICTURE OF A BABY DEER THAT MAY OR MAY 
NOT BE A DENISON VENISON

LITERALLY F*CK THE ICE AGE BABY
I know that this is not an original take on the movie, and YES I am riding the wave of shitting on the Ice Age 

baby, but I want to explain why I feel this way!!! Anyway, I watched Ice Age for the first time in a loooong time 

with my dear friend Nina Cosdon because I forgot the plot and ya know, just wanted something to mindlessly 

watch while I eat. Let me tell you... that square headed *sshole and sad excuse for a baby deserves the electric 

chair. His sweet mother dies for him, which was a mistake, and he’s SO entitled. That baby is the reason that 

Diego even thinks about leading the group to an ambush, so he basically just wants to take Sid and Manny down 

with him. He also has the nerve to cry because he’s hungry, and it’s a whole ‘nother fiasco to get this baby some 

food. He exploits Manny’s despair of losing his own family and forces him to take care of him. If they’re gonna 

make the baby a morally depraved character, they should AT LEAST make him cute, but he is so. damn. ugly! 

HE IS THE REASON THAT EVERY OBSTACLE IN THE PLOT HAPPENS. F*CK THAT BABY. Now enjoy 

some memes that I have found about this stupid, dumb, baby.

-Charlie Schweiger, Junior Editor and 
avid adversary of the Ice Age baby


